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Dear Customer, 
This manual contains all the information you need to use and maintain 
this appliance correctly.

If you do not fully understand any of the contents, please contact the 
manufacturer for further information.
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 ■ Liquids or other foods should not be reheated in 
sealed containers, as these may explode.

 ■ To avoid burns, do not use containers filled with liquids 
or products that liquefy, heating up to higher levels 
than can be easily observed (IEC 60335-2-42: 2002 / 
AMD1: 2008)

 ■ If reheating beverages, these may reach boiling point 
and cause a delayed eruption. Be careful when han-
dling the container.

 ■ The contents of any baby bottles and any baby food 
in jars must be mixed or shaken before consumption. 
Check the temperature to avoid scalding.

 ■ Only use utensils and containers that are appropriate 
for the chosen cooking mode (quick or traditional).

 ■ Microwave reheating eggs in their shells or whole 
boiled eggs could lead to a risk of explosion, even 
when reheating has finished.
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SAFETY GENERAL INFORMATION USE SETTINGS MAINTENANCE

This makes cooking much faster as the energy is transmitted directly to the 
food, without heating the containers, as happens in a traditional oven; the heat 
generated by the heating elements (forced convection) also makes the prod-
ucts crispy.
To achieve the best results in SPEED mode, use the SPEED.Plate trays and 
SPEED.Grid racks, designed specifically for this cooking mode. SPEED.Plate 
trays are made entirely of 7 mm thick aluminium. They must be preheated in 
the oven to accumulate as much heat as possible which is then transferred to 
the dishes to be cooked (conduction).
Microwaves are absorbed more efficiently by water molecules in a liquid state 
and, to a lesser extent, by fats and sugars.
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suggestions and warnings 
 ■ When using the UNOX racks and baking trays, try to arrange food 

uniformly and avoid overlapping foods or overloading them (maxi-
mum of 4.5 kg per tray).

 ■ Distribute the trays evenly over the entire height of the oven cavity, 
respecting the maximum number indicated:

  BAKE - maximum of 3 trays
  SPEED - maximum of 1 tray or 1 rack. 
 If cooking by microwave, the SPEED.Plate trays and SPEED.Grid 

racks, designed specifically for this cooking mode, must be used. 
The SPEED.Plate tray, supplied with the appliance, is made entire-
ly of 7 mm thick aluminium; it must be preheated in the oven to 
accumulate as much heat as possible, which will then be trans-
ferred by conduction to the dishes to be cooked. SPEED.Grid racks, 
if required, must be purchased separately. Please visit our website to 
learn about all the available SPEED.Pro accessories.

 ■ Avoid seasoning foods directly in the oven cavity; if this cannot be 
avoided, clean the oven as soon as possible after cooking.

 ■ Do not use highly flammable food or liquids while cooking (e.g. 
alcohol or wine).

 ■ When cooking in BAKE mode, we recommend preheating the oven 
to compensate for the heat lost when opening the door; if SMART.
Preheating is active, preheating will be managed automatically by 
the appliance (for further information, see p. 17). If you prefer man-
ual preheating, we recommend setting the temperature to at least 
30°C higher than the temperature required for cooking. 

 ■ In order to maintain optimum performance, do NOT open the door 
during cooking, especially if you are using the microwave func-
tion. If it is not possible to avoid opening the door, please do so very 
slowly and carefully, paying attention to the hot steam coming out 
of the oven cavity.
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Preheating
Most cooking requires preheating which is optional but is always 
recommended to achieve the best cooking results. 
Preheating can be set in two ways:

 ■ using UIP technology and activating SMART.Preheating (recom-
mended mode)  preheating is managed by the appliance auto-
matically;

 ■ in manual mode  the preheating temperature must be set manu-
ally.

Once the cooking cycle has been started and regardless of the mode 
selected, it is possible to interrupt the preheating stage at any time (if 
needed) and move to STEP 1  p. 34

10   Setting preheating in manual mode
 1  Tap the “PREHEATING” icon: the settings screen appears.
 2  Set the preheating parameters:

 ■ time  if a time is entered, once the set temperature is reached, the 
oven holds the temperature for the time set rather than starting the 
next step (STEP 1);

 ■ temperature   it is always better to preheat the oven to a tem-
perature at least 30-50°C higher than the temperature required for 
cooking, in order to reduce the effects of heat lost when opening 
the door.

 3  Go to the settings for STEP 1. To enable use, a cooking cycle must 
contain at least one step.

11   Activate SMART.Preheating (recommended mode)
By activating the SMART.Preheating function, preheating is managed 
by the appliance automatically  For more details on UIP technology, see p. 
17. 
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setting and starting the cooking cycle
12   set one or more than one cooking steps

 1  Set the cooking parameters of step 1 as required:
 ■ cooking time 
 ■ temperature
 ■ percentage of microwave use
 ■ fan speed
 ■ function MULTI.Product  For more details, see p. 17.

 2  For perfect results every time, you can use UIP technology  for de-
tails go to p. 17 or enter notes (e.g. add oil) at the end of the set 
steps   p. 28.

 3  If necessary, set up to nine other cooking steps in the same way. 
Each can be characterised by different cooking parameters. The 
appliance automatically passes from one cooking step to the next, if 
present. 

After having set all the parameters (time, temperature, etc.), you can:
 ■ start the cooking cycle directly without saving it  p. 29 

 in this case the parameters set are not saved and must be entered 
during each subsequent cooking cycle;

 ■ savethe set recipe and then start a cooking cycle  p. 30  
 this means that the recipe can be used later, at any time, without 

having to reset the parameters each time.
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18   Manual cooling or SMART.Preheating 
If the actual temperature detected in the cavity is higher than the set 
temperature (for example because the oven has recently finished cook-
ing at a much higher temperature than required preheated tempera-
ture), the oven will start to cool the cavity using the fans. 
To speed up the operation, a screen will prompt you to open the door 
(it is normal for the fans to continue to operate even when the door is 
open).
Wait for this to end before putting the food in the oven. After this op-
eration, when the oven door is closed, the relevant steps automatically 
start  p. 38.
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call up and start a cHefUNOX automatic recipe
23   

 1  Tap the “CHEFUNOX” icon;
 2  select the category to which the food type you wish to cook be-

longs, choosing from those available:
 ■ pastries, fresh or frozen;
 ■ bread, fresh or frozen;
 ■ snacks, fresh or frozen.

 3   select the food type to be cooked (e.g. BUNS);
 4   The oven will ask you to enter data to personalise the cooking cycle 

(data is not always present in the ones listed, it will depend on the 
type of food):

 ■  weight  enter the weight of the food to be cooked in grams
 ■  thickness  enter the thickness of the food to be cooked in 

grams
 ■  external degree of cooking: LIGHT - MEDIUM - BROWN. The 

external degree of cooking can also be set by dragging the cursor to 
the desired temperature.

 5  Start the cooking cycle by pressing the  button. After starting 
the cooking cycle, there are three possible situations depending on 
the recipe settings:

 p. 44 | preheating or cooling of the cavity not required  put 
the food in the oven immediately;

 p. 34 | automatic or manual preheating, or SMART.Preheat-
ing starts  wait for this to end before putting the food in the 
oven;

 p. 36 | cavity cooling starts  wait for this to end before put-
ting the food in the oven.

 6  When the oven door is closed, the automatic steps of the recipe will 
start  p. 38.
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Use | Speed 
 fast cooking

02   SPEED mode lets you cook food 
quickly using microwaves and heating 
elements (forced convection cooking). 
For best results, use the SPEED.Plate tray and 
the SPEED.Grid grill, designed specifically 
for this cooking mode. The SPEED.Plate 
tray, supplied with the appliance, is made 
entirely of 7 mm thick aluminium; it must 
be preheated in the oven to accumulate as 
much heat as possible so that it will then be 
transferred by conduction to the dishes to be 
cooked, thereby crisping them up. SPEED.
Grid racks, if required, must be purchased 
separately. Please visit our website to learn 
about all the available SPEED.Pro accessories.

This is indicated for bakery products that 
require long cooking times and to re-heat 
them quickly.

SET 50

PROGRAMS 54

CHEFUNOX 55
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setting and starting the cooking cycle
28   set one or more than one cooking step

 1  Select manual cooking by tapping the “SET” icon.
 2  Set the cooking parameters as required:

 ■ cooking time 
 ■ temperature (the oven will suggest the SPEED cooking tempera-

ture set previously. However this value can be modified if necessary)
 ■ percentage of microwave use
 ■ fan speed
 ■ function MULTI.Product  For more details, see p. 17

 3  For prefect results every time, you can use UIP technology  For 
more details, see p. 17. 

After having set all the parameters (time, temperature, etc.), you can:
 ■ starting the cooking cycle directly without saving it

 in this case the parameters set are not saved and must be entered 
during each subsequent cooking cycle.

 29   To start cooking, tap  and continue from p. 29 (the 
images shown on these pages refer to a traditional BAKE cooking 
cycle but the concept remains the same).

 ■ save the set recipe and then start cooking  p. 30 (the images 
shown on these pages refer to a traditional BAKE cooking cycle but 
the concept remains the same). This means that the recipe can be 
used later, at any time, without having to reset the parameters each 
time.
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call up and start a SPeeDUNOX automatic recipe
30   

 1  Tap the “SPEEDUNOX” icon;
 2   select the type of food to be cooked (e.g. TOASTED SANDWICH);
 3   Enter the  number of pieces (pcs) to be cooked.
 4  Start the cooking cycle by pressing the  button. After starting 

the cooking cycle, there are three possible situations depending on 
the recipe settings:

 p. 33 | preheating or cooling of the cavity not required  put 
the food in the oven immediately;

 p. 34 | automatic or manual preheating, or SMART.Preheat-
ing starts  wait for this to end before putting the food in 
the oven;

 p. 36 | cavity cooling starts  wait for this to end before put-
ting the food in the oven.

 5  When the oven door is closed, the automatic steps of the recipe will 
start  p. 38.

 6  Cooking ends when the time set for the recipe is reached: this is 
indicated by an acoustic signal and a screen  with details p. 39 
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redirection after end of 
cooking
If set to “ON”, after having 
removed the food from the 
cooking cavity at the end of 
a program, it allows you to 
automatically display the screen 
from which the program was 
previously started.

timer at the end of cooking
(only if Redirection after end 
of cooking is set to “ON”) Time 
in seconds after which, once 
the food has been removed 
from the cavity at the end of a 
cooking cycle in a saved SPEED 
or SPEEDUNOX mode, the screen 
from which the program was 
started will be displayed.
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CertifiCation
EU declaration of conformity for electrical appliances
Manufacturer: UNOX S.p.A.
Address: Via Majorana, 22 - 35010 Cadoneghe, Padua, Italy
Declares, under its own responsibility, that the product 
SPEED.Pro™ 
complies with the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC through standards:

EN 60335-1: 2014 + A11:2014
EN 60335-2-42: 2003 + A1: 2008 + A11:2012
EN 60335-2-90:2006 + A1:2010
EN62233: 2008

complies with the Electromagnetic Compatibility Directive 2014/30/EC 
through the following standards:

EN 55014-1: 2006 + A1: 2009 + A2: 2011
EN 55014-2: 1997 + A1: 2001 + A2: 2008
EN 61000-3-2: 2006 + A1: 2009 + A2: 2009
EN 61000-3-3: 2008
EN 61000-3-11: 2000
EN 61000-3-12: 2011
EN 61000-6-2: 2005
EN 61000-6-3: 2007
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Support

After-sales 
assistance 82

afteR-SaleS aSSIStaNce
In case of any malfunctions, disconnect the 
appliance from the power supply and consult 
the solutions proposed in the table  f | 
troubleshooting on page 83.

If the solution is not listed in the table, contact 
an authorised UNOX technical service centre, 
providing the following information:

 ■ date of purchase;
 ■ 57   the appliance data on the serial 

plate;
 ■ any warning messages that appear on the 

display.

Manufacturer's information: 
UNOX S.p.A.
Via Majorana, 22
35010 Cadoneghe (PD), Italy
Tel. (+39) 049 8657511 - Fax (+39) 049 8657555
info@unox.com   www.unox.com







The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to improve the appliances and accessories at 
any time without advance notice.  Full or partial reproduction of this manual is forbidden without 
the consent of the manufacturer. The measurements provided are approximate and not binding.  
In the event of disputes, this document was originally written in Italian. The manufacturer is not 
responsible for any translation/interpretation errors.




